1985 yamaha qt50

The name was derived from it being promoted by Hopalong Casity. QT50s were popular in the
late s and s because of their ease of use and maintenance, extreme fuel efficiency , and legality
in most U. QT50s and other mopeds are enjoying a resurgence in popularity due to their fuel
efficiency and nostalgic appeal. The QT50 and the similar Honda Express share a skeletal,
almost insect-like appearance. The Yamahopper is not really a scooter, as the QT50 has no
fairing, sports footpegs rather than footboards, and its two-stroke reed valve engine is slung
beneath the monotube frame motorcycle-style. The QT50 closely resembles contemporary
mopeds, but without the bicycle pedals typical to the class, leading some to refer to such
vehicles as "nopeds. The compact, weatherproof drivetrain of the Yamahopper resembles a
minimalist version of the enclosed shaft drivetrains of most BMW motorcycles. Its simple,
maintenance-free shaft-drive contained in the single-sided swingarm eliminates chain
maintenance, safety and wear concerns as well as weather wear factors and contributes to the
durability and ease of use of these tiny motorbikes. The drive unit also incorporates a traditional
centrifugal clutch but only a single speed gearing, unlike most mopeds which have two speeds.
The simplified driveshaft setup makes wheel changes easy. Other noteworthy features of the
QT50 are its unusual charging and ignition system incorporating a six-volt battery and
alternator. This system eases cold starting: when the key is placed in the "start" position,the
ignition supplies a stronger than normal spark for initial starting, but does not allow the engine
to rev so as to avoid burning the piston. Once kicked to life with the reverse-mounted, left-side
kickstart lever, the key is turned to "run" and the engine is able to rev freely. Popular
modifications include: Yamaha YT60 cylinder, piston and rings. Yamaha MJ50 Towny two-speed
crankcase and right-side swingarm. Yamaha PW50 rear gears. Mikuni VM15 and VM18
carburetors. Jemco exhaust, etc. The YF60's quad , YT60's atv , MJ50's noped and PW50's mini
dirtbike engines were all derived from the QT50's engine and all parts are interchangeable
though some parts are slightly different, for example all model's right side crankcase half have
right side trailing arm mounts, except for the QT Most of the parts for the QT50 are still available
from Yamaha dealers. New and used parts are often found on eBay as well. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
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motorcycle, scooter or moped-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. I
often wonder why people trying to MacGyver simple fixes with whatever they find laying around
the garage. More on that later. I put on new rear brakes as well and for some reason, they are
really catching the back hub. I also need a new rear brake cable. If you are looking for front or
rear brake cable, visit my eBay store or message me through eBay or email me directly my
email is at right side of page. You can see that this one is shot. The previous owner had put a
really small spring over the cable and then doubled it up with the stock spring. The small spring
helped the cable keep its form. Why not just get a new cable? The bike does run and all the
lights work. I almost forgot that and almost forgot to fill transmission oil Remember it only takes
about 11 ounces. You should not fill it to the top. Slight front fork bend; needs battery hose;
needs front brakes; footpegs are broken. If you watched the video, I mentioned that I had
trouble starting this qt50 especially after I had just ridden it. Turns out my needle jet setting was
a bit too rich and I was fouling spark plugs. I was also probably using too cold a plug so I
switched to a hotter plug as well. It arrived in great shape. I just duct taped it to the old cable
and as I pulled the old cable out, I pulled the new one through do this with any cable you
replace including the throttle cable â€” it makes life much easier. While I was at it, I added a
battery drain hose as well as a new fuel line and fuel filter. I just need to replace the brakes, pop
on a different set of forks, clean up the wiring, add some wheel reflectors, put in some thicker
tranny oil, and maybe recover the seat. Tip of the day â€” A big sheet of cardboard is your best
friend when doing any work related to fuel or oil. Just stick it under the center stand and make
sure it covers the area below the carburetor and the oil drain. It makes clean up a snap and you
avoid staining the driveway, garage floor or elsewhere. Just took her out for a ride. Running
great! My GPS program says I was doing a top speed of The speedometer said Ok, A second
run rendered a top speed of Not bad. Still plenty of pad on them. With use, the brakes and the
inside of the hub get smooth over time and this causes the squeaking along with dirt and dust
on the brakes. You can rough up the hub and the pads with some sand paper and that will
probably take care of it. Using a little brake cleaner on the inside of the hub will help too. I tried
some 10W oil in the transmission and that just delayed the shift into gear even longer. The

clutch has to fight through heavier oil and it takes more rpms to engage. QT50 takes on the
NC50 in the video above. Switched to synthetic transmission fluid to fight the stiff clutch
springs. Helped a little. Put a new 60cc top end on this engine. Replaced the engine hardware
and cleaned it up real nice! Next â€” put it on the QT50 and break it in. I just noticed I had the
ignition coil bracket on wrong as well. I want to get it sufficiently broken in to ride in about a
week. The weather is changing here in Ohio in mid-February. High 50s on Friday. I follow the
general break-in procedures listed on mopedarmy. Heat cycling involves running the engine
until it heats up to operating temperature about degrees F and then shutting it down. Let it cool
back down to outside temperature and repeat. I generally put a little load on the engine by
blipping the throttle at intervals throughout this process. Putting a load on the engine helps
seat the rings. After five heat cycles, I take it out on four or five rides of about minutes each. I go
up to about half throttle on the third. I have the stock main jet in now which is either a 70 or If
temps get too hot, I can throw on a second head gasket to reduce compression and thus reduce
temps or I could switch to a different cylinder head. The Puch Gigantor head requires cutting
the footpegs though. I removed the high tension clutch springs and put the originals back on.
High tension very stiff clutch springs are not good for original stock engine. I decided to make
another modification to the 2nd engine. The main issue with these Yamahoppers seems to be
that the engine gets heat-soaked because the piston blocks part of the exhaust port at bottom
dead center. It replaces the spark plug washer and reads the cylinder head temperature. The
Puch E50 head is perhaps a little thinner than the stock QT50 head. I think the Trail Tech
Temperature sensor is also a little thinner than the spark plug washer. These differences were
just enough to allow the piston to hit the spark plug. I heard a ping yesterday and it stalled out
on me. I took out the plug and saw that the gap had been reduced to nothing. Hopefully, that
cures it. In good news, I bumped up the main jet to an 80 and it ran a lot better. Throttle
response was much peppier. It turns out the Puch e50 cylinder head was made to fit a 38mm
piston. The QT50 piston is 40mm or After wondering why it was running so lousy and so hard to
start, I took off the cylinder head and inspected the piston. The damage was minimal but any
damage on a piston is serious no matter how small. Pieces of the piston scratched up the
cylinder. Hopefully, I can save it. I keep down-jetting and it still runs rich. My first thought was
the Boyesen Reeds. After sorting out some wiring issues that were causing the bike to ground
out over bumps, this one runs like a champ with top speed of 33mph for a stock bike. He must
have lost the original key which resulted in the wiring mess. Other issues: Slight front fork
bend; needs battery hose; needs front brakes; footpegs are broken. Iconic One Theme Powered
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right side trailing arm mounts, except for the QT Most of the parts for the QT50 are still available
from Yamaha dealers. New and used parts are often found on eBay as well. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
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motorcycle, scooter or moped-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. I
just bought my first moped, '82 Yamaha QT50, and I was reading through the maintenance
manual. Is the Engine oil the oil that mixes with the gas add through the opening under the
seat? And the Transmission oil is the one that you drain and replace? Any brand
recommendations for the engine and trans oil? I think the manual said 2-cycle for engine oil and
4-cycle for the trans correct? I hear its great. The trans fluid is 10w Also fuck that once a year
stuff, I change mine like every other month. Sometimes more if I ride it a lot. Yeah you can see
from my pic that it looks like the previous owner hadn't changed it out in a while That's as about
as dark as it gets. I plan on changing it more than annually from now on. On 10w30, the first
number is the viscosity when you start it up, the second is when its fully heated up. So its
roughly 3 times thinner when you start but is the same as straight 30 weight when it's warm.
Another way of looking at it: When its cold outside straight 30 weight is like sludge until it
warms up. Never use it. I love this forum - even though most of the threads I'm interested in
haven't been touched in a few years. The response in this thread are spot on from my research.
So summing it up - the transmission takes normal 4 stroke engine oil or and what appears to be
mls. The amount got me as well given there was double that when I drained it for the first time
only purchased the bike recently. The clutches are like a combination of ZA50 and tomos,
except much bigger. I'll probably go with transmission Mercon V next time. Want to post in this
forum? We'd love to have you join the discussion, but first:. Login or Create Account. New
Topic Go to Topics. Jul 28, AM. Thanks all. Reply Quote. Jul 28, PM. Engine oil is mixed with the
gas, because 2 stroke. I recommend amsoil saber. Wow I'm glad I looked into this Thanks guys.
Go to branch. You can lower your standards and be fine. Jul 29, AM. May 18, PM. The oil reserve
for mixing with the fuel appears to be more open to any variety of 2-stroke oil. May 24, PM. We'd
love to have you join the discussion, but first: Login or Create Account. Your first name 2. Town
you live in 3. Best way to contact you email, call, or text supply number if phone or text. Runs
good. Could use a tune up to be in top notch shape. Given to me by a friend and was a surprise
that it started up on 3rd kick. Hadn't been run for runs! Battery is shot, but you don't really need
it to run. Gas valve leaks unless left in reserve position. I may get around to replacing it. Tires
are or What a "QT" Runs good and is street legal. Will do about 25 mph. Clear Ohio Title in our
name. This was one of the owners' personal bikes for last 10 years or so. He used it to ride
around at swap meets and such. He decided it hasn't been used much lat This is a QT50
Yamahopper made by Yamaha, with only It's a 50cc 2-stroke scooter that is twist and go, no
shifting. I got it to sputter on starting fluid, but the spark is pretty week. The brakes and carb will
need to be rebuilt, and the wiring will have to be gone through. First year built. Runs great, no
nicks or scratches. Owner's manual and title. Phone calls only. No e-mails. I recently acquired
this first year 79 Yamaha QT50 Moped as part of a package deal. They were only made from until
The motor has a new top end and a 60cc rebuild kit was installed. These typically only go
30mph but with the larger 60cc it will do mph. The motor is a 2 stroke wit I have a Yamahopper
Moped QT50 for parts or restoration. It is a little rough , but it has the right gears in it for the
PW50 racers to swap out. The motor turns over. Thanks for looking Email Poster Message. Most
of them are a hair under 50cc, making them eligible in many states for young teenagers without
driving licenses. There was a serious energy crisis in the s, with gas prices going way up, and
many motorcycle manufacturers thought they could take advantage of this by producing small
motorbikes that not only sipped fuel, but also cost very little. Instead of driving that big
gas-guzzling V-8 to the market on a sunny day, one of these mpg vehicles would
doâ€”presuming one put a big basket on the luggage rack to hold the groceries. This was a
no-pedal noped machine, with fixed footrests and a kickstarter. An unsophisticated telescopic
fork comprised the front suspension, with a rake of 25 degrees, trail of almost 3 inches. The
steering head had 26 individual ball bearings in each of the two racesâ€”do please be careful if
ever dismantling the front end. At the back an oil-damped shock absorber went up to the bottom
of the seat from the single-sided swingarm, which also housed the drive shaft. Both front and
rear suspension had less than 2 inches of travel, indicating that this machine was intended for
smooth surfaces like well-paved streets. Both wheels were 14 inches in size, with small
single-leading-shoe drum brakes operated by hand levers, right side for rear, left for front.
These were adequate for a pound motorbike that could not exceed 30 mphâ€”maybe a tad faster
on a steep downhill. Axle to axle the wheelbase was a brief Getting this baby pointed in the
opposite direction was easy to do. The photos show the little powerplant bolted beneath the

frame. The Compression ratio was a modest The carburetor used was a Mikuni VM12SC,
running fuel through a reed valve, an efficient and inexpensive way of allowing the fuel mixture
to enter the crankcase as the piston rises, and then closing off the intake as it descends. First, it
reduced the smoky exhaust seen on most two-strokes, and second, ended the messy mixing of
oil with gas in the U. Europe, with lots of two-strokes, had special two-stroke pumps at the gas
station, where the rider just dialed in the right amount of oil and the job was all done. Narrow
fenders gave small protection to the rider, but the presumption was that not many people would
ride this on a wet day. Starting was quite easy, with a small kickstarter on the left side. First,
open the petcock on the 0. Since the bike was meant for hopping around town, long distances
were irrelevant. The magneto should fire the spark plug with just one or two pushes. Let it warm
for a few seconds, move the lever back to the run position, and take a seat. Twisting the throttle
sent the power back through a wet centrifugal clutch and single gear. This clutch unit had its
own oil supply; the four-stroke kind that the manual said should be changed once a year.
Slightly messy, but probably few owners did it. A right-angle bevel drive sent the power into the
drive shaft, intended to minimize messy maintenance, and another right angle went into the rear
wheel. Off you go! But not very fast. Los Angeles, fine; Manhattan, fine. Any flat town, fine. This
was my first vehicle. I got one when I was 14 because in Iowa you could get a moped license at
that age. I always wanted a blue one but the day we went to buy it they only had red. I got
yamahopper too! I got it as a 20th birthday present. Sat outside for 3 years with open weather
meaning it was litter ally outside. It was a junker nearly, but anyways I fixed it up July 5th of this
year and after a few major fixes I got it street legal and its the best thing for me in a 4. Store,
gas, work, home, beach, friends etcâ€¦well its fun. Its a cutie and its very reliable. After
replacing the carb and getting a battery for it it started up in less than 5 minutes!!! I was like
wow! Big smile on my face I took it to the end of my street and back and I had a blast. Minor
maintenance and it shows me its capabilities as well as my problems that need attention so I
recommend this bike because it cheap and reliable! Easier to mix super gas instead of unleaded
because its a cleaner ethanol free gas which is very beneficial in keeping the exhaust at a
minimal smoke show only at start up. Lolâ€¦but eBay is where I bought all my things to
successfully restore and maintain my qt50 at a cheap affordable price and I can hardly wait until
April to fire up my qt scoot for another year of hell razing fun on the back roads and town I live
in. I have a with miles on it still runs fine ride it mostly on bike routes and dirt roads I put my
trout fishing gear on it and head for places unknown very reliable and fun to ride. I got one
when I was 13 in to ride around the sandy roads on a summer residential island in Maine. It was
wicked awesome. Would it be possible to send me pictures and size of the all warning lables by
the speedo and the batterie cover. Our Retrospective about the Yamahopper was originally
published in the print edition of Rider in Unfortunately we do not have close-up photos of those
warning labels. My daughter bought one at age 13 to ride around Frye Island in Maine in the mid
s. I bought one while assigned at Ft. Ord, Monterey California in , My wife worked at Cannery
Row and would sometimes ride the Moped to work, we were sent to Germany next, I sold it
when we came back stateside at Ft. I have an exact same as the picture above. I need an
exhaust as the one I have is broken. Any ideas on where to get parts for this exact model. Thank
you. Thanks in anticipation , Simon. We just bought a Yamaha QT50L. I see it listed as QT50 on
the internet. By the way, my ride is a recent dumpster dive QT50â€¦In the middle of a complete
teardown and rebuild. Plenty of pics if anyone needs reference shots. All still like new.
Southeast Kansas. Can get them running. I have a qt50 with a little over miles on it. Have all
paperwork. I have a Qt50 and looking for the carb side cover. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U.
Rider Magazine. Riding Miles in 2 Days on a Year-Old Does anyone know where I can locate a
title for aqt Any ideas? I have one looking to sell, just over miles all original. Please enter your
comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Most
Popular. What's New? Clement Salvadori - February 19, Clement Salvadori - February 17, High
quality chrome switch designed to clean up the appearance of your bike while allowing the use
of a switch. Includes a contoured washer which allows for installations on round surfaces such
as handlebars or frames. Switch Size 14mm x 12mm with 2X 20" wires. Satin Black Die-Cast
aluminum housing with a nylon throttle tube. Opens carbs up to 38mm. Allen key included for
assembly. Pull cable thread size is M10 x 1. Throttle is 6" total in length. Warms up when the
engine is running. Easy to use relay protected sealed controls. Rubber resistant to low
temperatures and resists cracking. Easy install with no gluing needed. These Reduce handlebar
vibration, while adding a nice touch. Can be installed in seconds. Just pop them in to the open
end of your grips and tighten the bolt with the included allen key. Notice: During this worldwide
fight against COVID we continue shipping orders daily with a limited workforce performing daily
workplace sanitization to prevent the spread of this disease. Thank you for your support during

this time and we hope you and your family stay safe. Login or Create an Account. Refine Search
Results. Float Needle Yamaha QT50 Universal Glas-Pak Insert Tire Valve Stem Tire Valve Stem
Caps Tire Fill Valve Rivet Link Clip Link Cam Chain Rivet Link Heated Grips Classic Coke Bottle
Grips Grips Amal Barrel Style Grips Handlebar End Plugs The names Honda, Yamaha,
Kawasaki, Suzuki and any other trade names or symbols belonging to each respective
corporation are stated for reference purposes only. The products on this site are after market
not OEM replacement parts and accessories only. We have no relationship to the listed
companies. Make Yamaha. Nearly mint condition Yamahopper; however, I can't seem to get it to
run so I am selling it for parts. I bought the bike two years ago from a guy in New Hampshire
and it has been cruising the streets of Boston since. It has brand new breaks and a brand new
seat cover. Lights, blinkers, etc all worked last time it ran. Speedometer never quite worked
right. No rust and chrome is in excellent shape. Tires are good. Great bike just won't run. Sold
as is. Model Qt I can't find a model on the bike or the paperwork when we purchased it. QT50s
were popular in the late s and s because of their ease of use and maintenance, extreme fuel
efficiency, and legality in most U. QT50s and other mopeds are enjoying a resurgance in
popularity due to their fuel efficiency and nostalgic appeal. The Yamahopper has an
approximate top speed of 30 mph in stock form, and thus can be used for city driving. Call To
see our full inventory go to brennys dot com. Up for sale is Yamahopper QT 50 scooter like new
with only miles. Bill of sale only. You will have to get a vin inspection at your local DMV. In
Oregon they had me get the 5 surrounding states to issue a letter of non-registration in order to
get a title so if you live in Oregon I will provide the letters needed. The scooter has a new carb.
The scooter runs looks great and all the parts are there except the mirror. Questions call David
Thousand Oaks, CA. Easton, PA. Memphis, TN. Lebanon, OH. Rock Springs, WY. Mill Valley, CA.
Lyles, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Qt Year Make
Yamaha Model -. Year Make Yamaha Model Qt Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Make Yamaha 3. State Oregon 2 Iowa 1 Massachusetts 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha. Nearly mint
condition Yamahopper; however, I can't seem to get it to run so I am selling it for parts. I bought
the bike two years ago from a guy in New Hampshire and it has been cruising the streets of
Boston since. It has brand new breaks and a brand new seat cover. Lights, blinkers, etc all
worked last time it ran. Speedometer never quite worked right. No rust and chrome is in
excellent shape. Tires are good. Great bike just won't run. Sold as is. Model Qt Efi electronic
fuel injected Selectable 4x4 Front diff lock Fully auto transmission with p r n h l Camo plastics
in perfect shape Adjustable shocks 4 wheel disk brakes. Everything works as it should
including lights and blinkers. Very light and maneuverable for easy transport. Starts first kick
and runs great after recent tune up. QT50s were popular in the late s and s because of their ease
of use and maintenance, extreme fuel efficiency, and legality in most U. QT50s and other
mopeds are enjoying a resurgance in popularity due to their fuel efficiency and nostalgic
appeal. The Yamahopper has an approximate top speed of 30 mph in stock form, and thus can
be used for city driving. Call To see our full inventory go to brennys dot com. You would never
guess this Yamahahopper is 30 years old. It is a one owner moped and never been ridden by a
kid. This QT50 is probably one of the nicest around. That is if there are even any around
anywhere. If you like the old school mopeds and don't like the price for new ones, you might
want to check this one out. Model QT It is moped legal so you don't need a motorcycle
endorsement to ride it. Plus it is great for college kids to ride around the campus and you can
park in the bike racks!!!! I can't find a model on the bike or the paperwork when we purchased it.
Model WRR. Available from October Model WR F. Ready to ride. Complete tune up in I have the
manual. Up for sale is Yamahopper QT 50 scooter like new with only miles. Bill of sale only. You
will have to get a vin inspection at your local DMV. In Oregon they had me get the 5 surrounding
states to issue a letter of non-registration in order to get a title so if you live in Oregon I will
provide the letters needed. The scooter has a new carb. The scooter runs looks great and all the
parts are there except the mirror. Questions call David Model Pw50 Zinger. Has 3 hours on it
and is AMA race ready. Has Dunlop Mx 32 front and back. Has wide foot pegs,bar risers,and full
QT ring and pinion gear. Model VMAX I have been the owner since I purchased the V-Max with
under 1, miles. The motorcycle is in good condition. It is all stock with the exception of
Progressive fork springs which improve front end dive and handling. It currently has over ,
miles. The last major service and valve inspection was completed at Pasadena Yamaha at 92,
miles. All major services were performed at the Yamaha dealer. It is very clean as you can see
by the photos. Overall length: Wheels: Cast, 18 x 2. Handlebar width: Model V-Star Wheels:
Wire-spoke, 19 x 2. Average range: miles RPM at 60 mph, top-gear: yard, top-gear acceleration
from 50 mph, terminal speed: Model FZ1. Bore x Stroke 74 x 58 mm 77 x Compression Ratio
Final DriveO-ring chain. Length Width Height Seat Height Wheelbase Fuel Capacity5. Oil

Capacity 3. Charging Output watts at 5, rpm watts at 5, rpm. If you are familiar with the FZ1 then
you know how powerful, fast and maneuverable it is. If you do not know about the FZ1 then
check out the video I put a rack on the back to hold files or other items I need where I am going.
Used it in the spring, summer and fall. Fantastic in the mountains. Rocky Ford, CO.
Williamsburg, VA. Baton Rouge, LA. Easton, PA. Greenwood, IN. Rock Springs, WY. Mill Valley,
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content of results for "yamaha qt50 parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter
results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE Shipping. Millcraft Parts 6V 1. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only
9 left in stock - order soon. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Only 6 left in stock - order soon.
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